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SUMMARIES 
Vi&e introduced operations over right 
triangles which are directly related to the 
multiplication and division of complex numbers. 
He determined the relationships between the angles 
and sides of the triangles concerned. His first 
operation is characterised by what corresponds 
to the fact that arguments of complex numbers are 
added when the latter are multiplied, and in a 
similar theorem he shows what we now can see as 
the anticipation of the analogous characteristic 
for division of complex numbers. Vi&e finds 
powers of an arbitrary right triangle which 
correspond to powers of complex numbers. One 
of his theorems is structurally similar to the 
modern formulation of De Moivre's theorem. The 
investigation of this subject promises further 
results. 
BkleT BBeJl Ol-IepaIQiH HaA l-IpRMOyrOJIbHha?H 
TpeyrOJIbHWKaMW, KOTOpbIe HeI’IOCpeJJCTEleHHO ’ 
CBR3aHbl C yMHOlKeH&ieM Pi AeJ-IeHHeM KOMl-IJIeKCHbIX 
wcen . BkIeT yCTaHOBHJl 3aBkiCUMOCTb Memy 
yrJlaMPi B I-IpRM. TpeyrOJIbHHKaX, TaK ‘4TO 
ero nepBaR onepauncr xapaKTepsi3yeTcsz TeM, 
YTO COOTBeTCTByeT CJIOXeHPilO apryMeHTOB 
KOMl-IJ-IeKCHhIX q5iCeJ.I l-IpkI l-IepeMHO)KeHHH l-IOCJleAHHX. 
B aHanorwuaoFi TeopeMe oTpameH0 cooTBeTcTBymuee 
CBOftCTBO AJIR AeJIeHHR. BHeT BO3BOAHT B 
CTel-IeHb llpJ?MOyrOJIbHNe TpeyrOJlbHHKH, 3T0 
COOTBeTCTByeT B03BeAeHWH) B CTeIIeHb 
KOMIIJ-IeKCHbIX VUCeJI. OAHa H3 ero TeopeM 
COOTBeTCTByeT COBpeMeHHOR @OpMyJIUpOBKe 
Teopem MyaBpa. kiCCJle,JJOBaHHe 3TOl2 TeMbI 
ObeIIlaeT HOBble pe3yJlbTaTbI. 
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In the autumn of 1974 several sessions of the research 
seminar on history of mathematics at Moscow University headed by 
Professors I. G. Bashmakova, K. A. Rybnikov and A. P. Yushkevich 
were dedicated to Fransois Vi&e, the French mathematician of the 
late Renaissance. In particular, the author of the present 
paper reported on the following topics: the algebraic structure 
within which Vi’ete developed his theories; the history of van 
Roomen’s problem; and two operations on right triangles which 
were introduced and used by Vi;te. Professors I. G. Bashmakova 
and E. I. Slavutin reported on indefinite analysis by Viete. 
Dr. S. S. Demidov and Professor B. A. Rozenfeld actively contri- 
buted to the general discussion. The special interest of the 
seminar was evoked by the fact that some passages from Vi&e’s 
work turned out to have a natural interpretation in terms of 
complex numbers. The present article explains this interpreta- 
tion. 
The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to 
Professor Izabella Bashmakova who inspired him with the idea of 
investigating this theme. 
I. Viete’s two operations and their relation 
to complex numbers 
In this paper we shall examine several propositions from 
one of Vi8te’s algebraic treatises and three theorems from one 
of his geometrical works, giving evidence that they are closely 
related. 
First we shall turn to the chapter Genesis triangulorum; 
the last one in Vi&te’s Ad logisticen speciosam notae priores 
[Vi&e 1646, 13-411. The following problem is posed in Proposi- 
tion 46: "A duobus triangulis rectangulis tertium triangulum 
rectangulum effingere" [Viete 1646, 341. That is, two right 
triangles being given, a third one is to be constructed. (Fur- 
ther in this paper the adjective l’right” will usually be omitted 
since only such triangles are considered here). 
Viete gives two solutions. Figure 1 reproduces Viete’s 
own illustration as inserted in his text. It is schematic only, 
not drawn to scale. 
The base, the height and the hypotenuse of the given 
triangles arc equal to D, B, Z and G, F, X. Those of the two 
corres 
P 
onding solutions as they are iven in the drawing are 
BF-DG , BG+DF, zx and BF+DG, IBG-DF , zx. I Note that instead of 
modern IA-BI, ViBte wrote A=B to indicate that the positive of 
the two magnitudes A-B and B-A should be chosen (not to be 
confused with equality expressed in Vibte by a Latin word). 
In his text Vi&e ignored the requirement of positiveness 
and in a later problem (discussed in our next section [Viete 
1646, 3151) he wrote the corresponding differences with a simple 
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Note that “in” is Vibte’s symbol for multiplication. 
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minus, so we shall not use absolute values. Also we shall write 
DG-BF instead of his BF-DG which made no difference to Vi&e as 
he used only positive values but which makes the correspondence 
to complex numbers correct. In the later problem he used DG-AF. 
With these reservations, Viete's wording can be formulated 
as follows. Any triangle can be taken as a solution provided 
that its base, height and hypotenuse are proportional to the 
following values: 
(1) DG-BF, BG+DF, ZX 
(2) DG+BF, BG-DF, ZX. 
Indeed, only the Pythagorean theorem has to be valid for 
every new triangle and that is ensured by this chain of equali- 
ties: 
(Z-u 2 22 22 22 22 = (D~+B~)(G~+F~) = D G +B F +B G +D F 
= (DG-BF)2 + (BG+DF)2 = (DG+BF)2 
2 
+ (BG-DF) . 
(Professor I. G. Bashmakova informed me that these equalities 
were used already by Diophantus of Alexandria and later by 
Leonardo of Pisa). 
Viste calls the triangle with sides as in (1) triangulus 
synaereseos, the adjective being formed from a Greek verb meaning 
"take together", and that with sides as in (2) triangulus 
diaereseos, from the Greek verb meaning "take to pieces". These 
names are given with the indication that the reason why they 
were chosen will be clarified in an appropriate place ("ob causam 
suo exprimendam loco"). 
Each of Vibte's solutions is a rule setting a class of 
similar triangles in correspondence to the two given ones. We 
shall call these rules Vigte's operations 1 and 2 and denote 
them by 81 and R2. 
These two operations may easily be compared with multipli- 
cation and division of complex numbers. In the remainder of this 
section they are compared and described with the help of three 
different modern interpretations of complex numbers (the possi- 
bility of this was obviously not foreseen by Viete in the 16th 
century). 
1. In the interpretation of complex numbers as pairs of 
reals (Hamilton pairs) we have for two arbitrary pairs (D,B) and 
iG,F) 
iD,B) - (G,F) = (DG-BF, BG+DF) 
(D,B) + (G,F) = N - (DG+BF, BG-DF), 
where l/N = G2+F2. 
Now if we denote by (X,Y) a triangle with base x and height 
Y and by (x,Y) the set of all similar triangles having base and 
height proportional to x and Y resp., then Vi&e's definitions 
for his operations 1 and 2 may be expressed as follows: 
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(D,B) lIpl (G,F) = {DG-BF, BG+DF~ = {(D,B) . (G,F)~ 
(D,B) B2 (G,F) = {DG+BF, BG-DF) = {(D,B) * (G,F)) 
Thus, applying of Viete’s operations to the pairs (base, 
height) gives two classes of triangles, whose bases and heights 
are proportional to the results of multiplying and dividing the 
corresponding Hamilton pairs. 
2. If we regard complex numbers as expressions x+Yi for 
which the usual conditions are fulfilled (say, i2 = -I) then it 
can easily be seen as above that 
(D,B) II (G,F) = {Re(D+Bi)(G+Fi), Im(D+Bi)(G+Fi)) 
(D,B) B2 (G,F) = {Re(D+Bi)t(G+Fi), Im(D+Bi)+(G+Fi)}, 
where ReZ means the real part of Z and ImZ the imaginary part of 
complex Z. 
3. In order to express Viete’s operations in terms of the 
geometrical interpretation of complex numbers let us agree to 
dispose triangles on the complex plain so that the vertex of the 
acute angle at the base coincides with the origin and the base 
lies on the positive semi-axis. Then the hypotenuses of the two 
initial triangles coincide with the radius-vectors of numbers 
D+Bi and G+Fi, the bases coincide with Re (D+Bi) and Re(G+Fi) , 
and the heights with the corresponding Im. The radius-vector r 
of the product (or quotient) of complex numbers represented by 
the hypotenuses of the initial triangles serves as hypotenuse of 
the triangulus synaereseos (or triangulus diaereseos), and each 
vector kr with k > 0 serves for an element of the class of 
similar triangles. 
Thus we can see that as early as the sixteenth century 
operations emerge which anticipate the direct and the inverse 
operations in the multiplicative group of complex numbers. Since 
this has not previously been noticed, it could help to complement 
the history of the Renaissance science. 
II. Viete’s two theorems characterizing his 
operations on right triangles 
As mentioned above Viete promised to clarify the names of 
his resulting triangles; the words “for the reason given in its 
place” are repeated in a number of propositions of the Genesis 
triangulorum. However, no direct reference to this subject is 
found in any of his works (at least not in those that have come 
down to us). 
But as we study his Ad problema quod omnibus mathematicis 
totius orbis construendum proposuit Adrianus Romanus, responsum 
we notice that the same two operations occur here again and that 
two theorems of this work plainly demonstrate why Vibte named 
his resulting triangles as he did, and the third theorem is 
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directly connected with the mentioned propositions of Genesis 
triangulorum. Thus the two works seem closely related. (We 
reserve the discussion of the third theorem for section 4). 
The Ad problema appeared in Tours in 1595 as Viete’s 
extended answer to a problem posed not long before by the 
Dutchman Adrian van Roomen. 
Theorem I [Viste 1646, 3151 anticipates the geometrical 
characteristic of the division of complex numbers. In it Vi&e 
says that if in three triangles the acute angle at the base (his 
word for this is simply "angulus acutus") of the third is equal 
to the difference of those in the first and the second, then 
the third triangle is similar to a triangle whose base is equal 
to the product of the bases of the second and the first plus the 
product of their heights, and whose height is equal to the 
product of the base of the second and the height of the first, 
minus the product of the height of the second and the base of 
the first. This is exactly the relation given in operation 2. 
The Latin text of this theorem I reads (omitting the 
verbal formulation): 
Si fuerint tria triangula rectangula, quorum 
primi angulus acutus differat ab angulo acute 
secundi per acutum tertii, & sit excessus penes 
primum, latera tertii recipiunt hanc similitudinem 
f !. . . f . . 
Sit trianguli primi perpendiculum B. Basis D. 
Secundi perpendiculum F. Basis G. 
Tertii perpendiculum erit similis G in B - F in D. 
Basis G in D + F in B". 
After this a numerical example follows for D=2, B=l; G=3, 
F=l. The resulting triangle is similar to one having base 7, 
height 1. The reader can check that (2+i) + (3+i) = (7+i)/lO. 
In our symbols the first triangle is denoted by (2,1), the second 
by (3,1), the resulting class by {7,1), and Vi&e’s example 
reads (2,l) E$ (3,l) = {7,1). 
Now that angles are involved let us add them to our nota- 
tion so that (~,B,al) means the right triangle with base D, 
height B, base angle aI, and {D,B,al) means the ClaSS of triangles 
similar to it. Theorem I can be expressed in these symbols as 
follows : 
ifa -a =a 1 2 3 then (D,B,al) @I2 (G,F,a2) = {GD+FB, GB-FD, a3). 
This statement means that arguments of complex numbers are 
subtracted in division. This place and no other in Vi&e’s works 
can clarify the name diaereseos, since by his second operation 
angles are “taken to pieces”. 
Theorem I is immediately followed by an analogous Theorem 
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II. Expressed in our symbols it reads: 
ifa +ci =a 
1 2 3' 
then (D,B,IX~) II (G,F,cx~) = {GD-FB, FD+BG, cr31. 
This assertion corresponds to the fact that arguments of complex 
numbers are added in multiplication. Again this is the only 
passage in Vi&e’s works which could explain why the result of 
the first operation was called triangulus synaereseos: its 
angulus acutus is “taken together” from the corresponding angles 
of the two given triangles. The numerical example after this 
theorem reads in our symbols (7,1) I#1 (3,l) = CZ,lI. Accordingly, 
for complex numbers (7+i) (3+i) = 10(2+i). 
The order of the theorems is opposite to that of the 
operations, but this is mere chance. Since subtraction of angles 
is the inverse of addition, operation 2 is the inverse of oper- 
ation 1 in the sense that if for triangles T and T’, 
T N2 T' = IT”), then for triangles T’ and T”, T’ al T” = ITI. 
III. Viete’s multiple angle formula 
We state some evident equalities to compare with the 
paragraph following them: 
(D+Bi)' = (D2-B2) + 2BDi 
(D+Bi)3 = (D2-3B2D) + (3BD2-B3)i 
(D+Bi)* = (D*-GB2D2) + (4D3B-4DB3)i. 
In propositions 48-51 of the Notae priores [Vi&e 1646, 
36-71 we find corresponding rules in terms of triangles. In our 
symbols they read: 
Triangles of the class (D,B) II (D,B) = {D~-B', 2BD) are 
called (vocetur) triangles of the twofold angle, 
Triangles of the class (D,B) 
3 
= {D3-3B2D, 3BD2-B3) are 
called triangles of the threefold angle, 
4 
Those of the class (D,B) = ~D*-~B~D~+B*, 4D3B-4D3B} are 
called triangles of the fourfold angle, 
And similarly for the 5th power. Each resulting class 
is calculated on the basis of the definition of operation 1. 
Thus Vi&e begins with an arbitrary right triangle with base D, 
height B, raises it to the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th power, and 
declares that the results should be called triangles of 2-, 3-, 
4- and S-fold angle, evidently because they do really have such 
a base angle. This is not demonstrated in the Notae priores, 
only a reference is given to “appropriate place”. I conclude 
that this place is Theorem II from Ad problema, since it demon- 
strates that angles are added when operation 1 is used and makes 
clear that iteration of operation 1 results in iterating the 
base angle. 
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Viste includes the values of the hypotenuses in the formu- 
lations : the initial triangle has hypotenuse Z and those raised 
to powers have hypotenuses z’, z3, .z’~ and z5. After the case 
n = 5 he says that the series can be extended indefinitely. 
IV. Theorem III of Ad problema and De Moivre’s Theorem 
Propositions 48-51 from the Notae priores are related to 
Theorem III of the Ad problema [ViBte 1646, 315-3161. Vi&te wrote 
immediately before the theorem: "cujus inventi laetitia adfectus, 
o Diva Melusinis, tibi oves centum pro una Pythagorea immolavi". 
This Latin phrase is addressed to Vibte’s patroness Catherine 
Rohan de Parthenay, wife and mother of two prominent Huguenot 
leaders. It says: being affected with the joy of inventing it, 
oh divine Melusinis, I would immolate a hundred oxen for the one 
Pythagoras”, with reference to the legend that Pythagoras sacri- 
ficed an ox when he discovered the theorem named after him. So 
it appears that Viste attached great importance to his result. 
In a free and modernized formulation with n where Viete 
used incomplete induction, it says: 
If two triangles are given and the angulus acutus of the 
second is n times greater, then the second triangle is similar 
to a triangle (where D, B and Z denote the sides of the first) 
whose hypotenuse has the length Zn, whose base is equal to the 
alternated addition and subtraction of the odd items in the 
expansion of (D+B)n, whose height is equal to the alternated 
addition and subtraction of the even items in the expansion of 
(D+B)n. 
Since Re(D+Biln and Im(D+Bifn are equal respectively to the 
alternated addition and subtraction of the odd and even terms in 
the above expansion, we may rewrite Viete’s assertion in ac- 
cordance with the symbolism of section I as follows: 
(D,d = {Re(D+Bi)n, Im(D+Bi)n} 
Yet this formula does not completely reproduce the contents of 
the theorem. In fact, the theorem combines information about 
base and height of the n-th power with the information that the 
base angle is n times greater. Adding angles to our notations 
as above, we have: 
(D,B,d = {Re(D+Bi)n, Im(D+Bi)n, nal 
Let us see to what this corresponds in the geometrical 
interpretation of complex numbers in accordance with the last 
paragraph of our section I. (D,B) corresponds to the triangle 
formed by the radius-vector r of DiBi; its projection on the 
real axis is equal to the base of (D,B), and the height is equal 
to B. Let r be the norm and a the argument of D+Bi. Then 
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D = r cosct, B = rsincr. 
Vi&e describes (D,B,u)~, the base and height of which are equal 
to rn cos na and r” sin net as having hypotenuse rn and angle na 
(we consider now only the basic triangle, not the whole class of 
similar ones). This corresponds to describing rn. Vi&e’s 
information about the sides of the n-th power corresponds to the 
following rules: 
n n n 
r cos net = Re(D+Bi) = Re(rcOSa + irsincr) 
n 
r sin na = Im(D+Bi)n = Im(rcoscc f irsina)” 
Written in one formula: 
r"(cos nci + i sinnct)= [r(cos c1 + i sina)ln 
This is exactly De Moivre’s theorem, which the English mathema- 
tician formulated in 1707 though in a form differing rather 
considerably from that given above. 
Moritz Cantor in his influential Vorlesungen [Cantor 1899- 
1900, 580-5811 and after him other historians of mathematics, 
interpreted this passage from Vibte as formulae for the trigono- 
metrical functions of n-fold angles. Our interpretation is more 
natural. Of course these trigonometrical formulae may be ob- 
tained from Theorem III but it is essential that Viete constructed 
a general theory of geometrical objects which we can now see as 
being equivalent to complex numbers. I propose to call this 
theory Viete’s “calculus of triangles”. This term was accepted 
at the sessions of the Moscow University seminar mentioned at the 
beginning of this paper. 
I do not claim that Vi&e discovered De Moivre’s theorem. 
However, his Theorem III of the Ad problema discloses those 
characteristics of right triangles which for modern eyes are 
consequences of De Moivre’s theorem (which might be called after 
both men). 
V. Some points for further consideration 
An important question is whether Vi&te used his calculus 
of triangles to solve the irreducible cubic. We do not have 
enough evidence to prove that, although it could well be the case. 
In the same Ad problema there is a solution for an irreducible 
cubic [Viete 1646, 3201. No proof is given in the text, but 
a possible reconstruction of it can be invented that makes use 
of the operation 1. It consists in raising a triangle to the 
third power and in deriving the evident consequence. However, 
there exists a certain danger of reading modern mathematics into 
Viete’s historical document--what Professor K. 0. May has called 
“unhistorical analysis”. 
As is well known, Vii?te also solved the reducible case of 
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cubic. It could be of interest to investigate the relationship 
between his methods for the two cases. 
As another topic for future research I propose to compare 
Vi&te’s and Fermat’s solutions of van Roomen’s problem. The 
Ad problema of the Frenchman Franyois Vibte presented an answer 
to the Dutchman Adrian van Roomen. Vi&e’s admirer and compatri- 
ot Fermat dedicated his work on the same subject to the Dutchman 
Huygens: Ad ddriani Romani problema. Viro clarissimo Christian0 
Huggenio [Fermat 1891, 189-1941. The substitutions used by the 
two Frenchmen seem to have much in common. The question arises: 
what in general could be the influence of Vi&e’s calculus of 
right triangles on Fermat’s work? 
NOTE 
1. The author thanks the referees of HM for help in 
planning the argument of this paper. This publication was some- 
what delayed because of purely technical reasons not depending 
upon the author or the Editorial Board. The author’s colleagues 
in Moscow were acquainted with the subject of this research at 
the sessions of the seminar mentioned at the beginning of the 
paper. 
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